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NOW IN STOCK!

The below products are now in stock in the Nashville, TN warehouse.
Contact your local OEM Sales Representative to learn more!

Click Here for spreadsheet

Espoo, Finland - 15 November 2019: 
Casambi, the pioneer in wireless lighting controls based on Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), announces it has cumulatively sold over a million nodes - a milestone which
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underscores the company's leadership position in the smart lighting control market.

Every one of the million nodes sold represents a device utilizing Casambi technology
integrated into fixtures, LED-drivers, LED-modules, switches, sensors and different
kinds of control modules which together collectively form 'Casambi Ready' ecosystem of
interoperable solutions.

"We are very appreciative for the tremendous support that our staff, partners and loyal
customers across the world have offered Casambi in recent years. The advocacy which
they have shown has helped us achieve this significant landmark in the company's
history in such a short span of time," commented Kari Mettälä, CEO.
Casambi Technologies - Lighting Control for the Modern World

     

        
MIRO® & MIRO-SILVER® 12 HD

Our new diffuse reflec��ng surfaces MIRO® 12 HD & MIRO- SILVER® 12 HD are an instrument to dissolve LED
light spots and to reduce luminance contrasts - thus perfectly suitable for glare control purposes. 

   
Thermal management challenges? Contact us to help reduce the

heat in your luminaire through the use of thermal gap pads. 

TSG is an industry leader for  die cutting services, such as flat bed, rotary and large platen
head die cutting for larger parts. Their products include gaskets, seals, electrical insulators,
high temperature insulation, EMI-RFI Shielding, Thermal Management, and acoustical
insulation.

These materials include, but are not limited to, acrylic foam tapes, fabrics, felt, foam,
fiberglass, and ceramic insulation.  We cut just about every type of rubber or plastic product
available.  Some include Polyurethane, EPDM, PVC, Neoprene, Cross Link Polyethylene,
Polyether, Polyester, and Silicone.

Please forward quote requests and orders
to: orders@oemlightingsales.com
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